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ALGAO SE Summer Meeting, Wed. 11th May 2011 
 
Minutes 
 
Attendees: Joe Flatman (chair and minutes); Lis Dyson; Richard Oram; Hannah Fluck; Tracy Mathews; 
Duncan Coe; Chris Constable; James Kenny; Casper Johnson; Fiona MacDonald; Jo Barnes; Mark Taylor 
 
Apologies: Sandy Kidd; Nick Crank; Ruth Garner; David Radford 
 
Issues from previous meetings (5th August 2010 – see partial notes; 20th December 2010) – the last 
meeting was on Dec. 20th, with poor attendance due to the bad weather – Joe F tried to cancel the meeting 
by email but only some people got the cancellation message: this highlights the need for ALGAO SE to set 
up a list of members mobile phone no’s for such emergency contacts. All other issues from previous 
meetings are dealt with in the notes below. 
 
Roundup of issues/news from different authorities and partners/attendees 
 

• Surrey – no cuts as yet beyond higher-level funding cuts to cultural services (c. 10%), but direct 
threats are likely via an internal review later in 2011. Currently facing conflict with UK Power 
Networks who are refusing to pay for or undertake normal archaeological work during cabling work in 
the county; a meeting being held with them on 30 June should clarify their position. No other 
counties report such problems with them or other similar organizations, although East Sussex is in 
discussion with them about setting up an SLA for HER searches. 

• Southwark – (guest observer from ALGAO London group). Two Localism Bill neighborhood plan 
pilot projects are underway here, one around Bankside / Tate Modern and the other at Bermondsey 
St.  

• Chichester – ongoing threat to HER after the loss of the Planning Delivery Grant: after Sept. 2011 it 
is not clear at present where funding for the HER will come from. 

• East Sussex – service review underway with likely savings required to be found from 2011-12 
onwards. 

• East Berkshire – lots of quarrying related work ongoing. HER is going onto Heritage Gateway now 
and IFA RAO status being submitted. 
Natural England – all teams have been restructured (cut from 8 teams to 5 with 1/3 of all advisors 
lost): Ruth and Jo have survived for now with an enlarged regional remit for the East, SE and 
London. A new fast-track system will start at the end of July, but there is no news of training on this 
as yet. The aim is for 30% of applications to be fast-tracked and under this system there will be no 
FEP-er, it will be handled directly by the advisor. The next round of NE feedback is due at the end of 
June: members agreed that biannual reports were the optimum level of feedback. The NE/EH 
National Gardens Trust Project run by Verena McCaig saw NE pull out of the third year, but EH are 
continuing to fund the third year, building capacity in CGT’s to respond to planning and conservation 
queries and promoting data exchange between HERS and CGT’s 

• West Sussex – HER is going on to Heritage Gateway now. There has been a lot of reorganization 
and cutbacks in the council, including the environment and heritage service being reorganized into 
the strategic planning team, but all posts are ok for now bar the loss of the conservation architect, 
who is being made redundant in Sept. 2011. 

• Kent – 10% cut to service already in place and additional unknown cutbacks likely. Pilot for the 
national coastal path is underway. 

• Oxon – no cuts as yet but the possibility remains due to ongoing management reorganization. The 
old ‘county archaeologist’ post is still frozen and unlikely to be thawed any time soon. HER about to 
go on to Heritage Gateway, and a major HLC project design has now been submitted. 

• Hampshire – after higher level cuts the team seems ok for now but 25% of higher management 
have been cut. However, one historic buildings officer and one historic landscapes officer have both 
taken early retirement and will not be replaced. The team has also been merged with ecology and 
landscape. 

• Winchester – no cuts so far but more reorganization is likely and office moves are already being 
imposed. Plans for a wider array of service charges are still being discussed but postponed for now 
due to the council moving into NOC after the May elections. The Urban Archaeological Assessment 
for the city is moving on slowly as the lead officer took early retirement and has not been replaced, 
plus funding from EH makes the future of the project uncertain. A meeting in June should clarify the 
status of this project. 

• West Berkshire – no cuts yet but likely from 2011-12 onwards. Team is also about to be internally 
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audited, reassessing its relationship to the HER and the planning department. A lot of work is 
ongoing with the local society, also on local listing and conservation area appraisals. 

 
HELAC initiative 
 

• General disquiet about the way this was ‘parachuted in’ without consultation – this caused a lot of 
confusion in many authorities when it appeared out of nowhere from chief executives offices, and 
generally caused embarrassment and was a destabilizing influence at a time when we most needed 
calm. In some cases it caused direct problems, upsetting delicate, confidential internal negotiations. 
ALGAO to make formal representations to EH about the frankly mishandling of this scheme? 

 
National Planning Reform (e.g. NPPFR, Localism Bill, etc.) 
 

• No news / discussion 
 
Issues from EH and others (e.g. NHPP) 
 

• Lack of EH landscape architects is becoming a real problem – ALGAO to make formal 
representations about this to EH? 

 
Issues from ALGAO UK and England 
 

• No news / discussion 
 
The future of ALGAO SE 
 

• Bi-annual meeting schedule to be maintained by popular agreement.  
 
Joint SE/London ALGAO meeting plans 
 

• This group meets 3 times a year. There are questions of whether ALGAO London and ALGAO SE 
might wish to merge their meetings in the long term, and at least hold one group meeting a year for 
now, with a full-day meeting from c. 11-3 to allow plenty of time for discussion. 

 
AOB 
 

• SE Research Framework – editing work has been underway on this over the last 6 months, with 3 
chapters ready and more to follow by the end of June. There is now negotiation over the funding of a 
hard copy volume from EH. The Steering Group will be convened in July. 

• Solent-Thames Research Framework – EH is still deciding on future funding of this. 
• DC Officers Group – this has been discussed before, but has never materialized. The Kent DC 

officers will take the lead on this. 
 
DONM 
 

• Autumn 2011 with London Group – TBC once London group meeting date confirmed. 
 
 


